
  
  

BARKBLASTER   INSTRUCTIONS   
  
  

1.      When   opening   the   email   make   sure   you   are   
opening   on   your   phone.   Download   the   correct   app   for   
your   phone   manufacturer   (Android   is   .apk   and   iPhone   
is   .ipa)   attached.     
2.       Turn   on   Bluetooth   
3.       Make   sure   the   location   settings   for   the   app   are   set   
to   “while   using   the   app”,   if   this   is   marked   as   never,   the   
app   will   not   connect   to   the   Bark   Blaster.   
4.       Click   Connect   on   the   app,   you   will   know   you   are   
connected   to   the   Bark   Blaster   when   the   icon   becomes   
a   connected   green   chain   link.   
5.       If   the   red   broken   chain   link   does   not   turn   green,   
please   review   step   2,   and   3.   
6.       Test   the   buttons   on   the   app   labeled   Spray,   and   
Tone   and   adjust   the   settings.   

a.      Sensitivity   range—0-100—higher   the   #   =   
greater   sensitivity   is   meant   for   a   dog   with   a   lower   
volume   bark,   lower   sensitivity   is   meant   for   a   
higher   volume   bark.   
b.      Barks   =   number   of   barks   before   the   Bark   
Blaster   is   activated,   tone   first,   then   spray.   



c.       Bark   Time=   For   Example;   If   the   Bark   Time   
setting   is   4   seconds,   and   the   amount   of   barks   is   3   
barks   and   the   dog   only   barks   twice,   the   Bark   
Blaster   will   not   be   activated,   pay   attention   to   what   
pattern   your   dog   barks,   and   set   the   Time   and   
Number   of   barks   to   fit   that.   
d.      Spray   Duration   =   The   amount   of   time   the   spray   
will   be   activated.   (When   the   dog   becomes   trained   
to   the   tone   the   spray   time   can   be   set   to   zero   to   
eliminate   the   water   feature).   Recommend   
periodic   activation   to   maintain   training.   
e.      Tone   Duration   =The   amount   of   time   the   Tone   
will   be   active   before   the   spray   is   activated.     
  

The   battery   compartment   is   water   resistant,   not   
waterproof.   Please   ensure   that   there   is   no   pooling   of   water   
at   the   base   of   the   BARKBLASTER.   Some   best   use   
practices   would   be   to   elevate   the   base   or   use   a   wooden   
board   under   the   base   to   keep   water   from   pooling.    
  

The   BARKBLASTER   takes   4   D   cell   batteries   and   we   
recommend   rechargeable   batteries.     
  


